The use of publicly available repositories containing movement traces of real or experimental subjects is a key aspect to define an evaluation framework that allows a systematic assessment of wearable fall detection systems. This papers presents a detailed analysis of a public dataset of traces which employed five sensing points to characterize the user's mobility during the execution of ADLs (Activities of Daily Living) and emulated falls. The analysis is aimed at analysing two main factors: the importance of the election of the position of the sensor and the possible impact of the user's personal features on the statistical characterization of the movements. Results reveal the importance of the nature of the ADL for the effectiveness of the discrimination of the falls.
INTRODUCTION
The automatic detection of falls is one of the applications of wearable technologies that has attracted more interest of the research community during the last decade in the field of mHealth (mobile Health) [1] [2] . The remarkable progress in the areas of microelectromechanical (MEMS) and tracking systems, low power wireless standards and wearables has led to the emergence of extensive research efforts for the deployment of usertransportable Fall Detection Systems (FDSs), capable of automatically transmitting alarms whenever a fall event is recognized. The popularity of smart personal devices which already embed inertial has considerably facilitated the implementation of FDSs, which can be even deployed via software as apps in a smartwatch or a smartphone.
However, the systematic and rigorous evaluation of algorithms for FDS is a complex experimental problem which is still under discussion [3] [4] . In that sense, due to the obvious difficulty of testing the system with real falls, the most extended method to evaluate these binary decision algorithms (which classify movements as falls or ADLs -Activities of Daily Living-) is the use of a set of volunteers that execute a predefined set of movements, including mimicked falls, while transporting inertial units that record the evolution of their mobility (normally by employing the signals captured by one or several accelerometers and, in some cases, gyroscopes and magnetometers) .
In order to compare the numerous detection methods proposed by the bibliography, it is of paramount importance that the generated traces are published and accessible to the scientific community, so that they can be used as global validation and benchmarking tools. Unfortunately, in most works, the traces generated for the evaluation remain unpublished. In fact, there are still few works that consider public repositories of movements as a frame of reference for evaluating their own proposals of fall detection algorithms (see the study in [5] for a state of the art on these repositories). In view of their usefulness, it is of great interest to offer a detailed characterization of these mobility samples, aimed at determining those variables that offer a more efficient discrimination of ADL and falls (before defining the specific detection algorithm that will utilize these variables).
In this work we perform a statistical analysis of the UMAFall database. The study demonstrates the need of classifying the ADLs in different categories according to the intensity of the movements. In addition, we also carry out an initial and pioneering analysis on the repercussion that the personal characteristics of the users (weight, age, height, gender) can have on the characteristics and metrics of the mobility pattern.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASET
UMAFall repository, presented in [6] and publicly available in Internet [7] [8], was generated through the movements of 19 experimental subjects (8 females and 11 males), whose main personal characteristics are displayed in Table 1 .
In the testbed, all the recruited participants carried out 12 predefined different types of ADLs: 1) Applauding, 2) body bending (squatting), 3) climbing stairs down, 4) climbing stairs up, 5) raising hands up, 6) hopping, 7) light jogging, 8) lying down (and getting up) on (from) a bed, 9) Making a phone call, 10) opening a door, 11) sitting down (and up) on (from) a chair, and 12) walking at a normal pace. Additionally, three different typologies of falls (1-backwards, 2-forwards, 3-lateral) were emulated by all the subjects (except by those two older than 50 years). For all the movements, the initial position of the body was standing straight up. Each participant replicated every movement at least 3 times. During each experiment (of 15s of duration), the volunteers transported a Body Area Network consisting of five nodes: a smartphone (placed in a front trouser pocket) and four sensing motes implemented on Texas Instruments SensorTag units [9] . The four motes were firmly attached to the body on the chest, wrist, waist and ankle of the participants by means of elastics bands.
Both the SensorTag motes and the smartphone (a LG G4 model) incorporate an IMU which integrates three triaxial sensors (an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetometer). The five devices were programmed to periodically measure the acceleration, angular velocity and Earth's magnetic field experienced by the subjects during every test.
All the measurements were wirelessly transmitted via a BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) connection to the smartphone, which in turns recorded all the signals of every experiment in the corresponding log file. In order to avoid the saturation of the network, the sampling rate in the sensor was set to 20 Hz, while the smartphone employed the maximum value of 200 Hz to capture the signals through its own IMU.
ANALYSIS OF THE DATASET
The use of multiple sensors on different positions in the body area network deployed for the testbed makes UMAFall particularly interesting to assess the importance of the election of the sensor placement on the efficacy of fall detectors. Besides, the heterogeneity and size of the group of users that participated in the experiments also allows investigating the impact of the user's characteristics on the nature of the monitored signals that are captured during the execution of ADLs and falls.
In the two following sub-sections we focus the analysis of the dataset by discriminating these two factors: the position of the nodes and the physical features of the experimental subjects.
Basic analysis of the characteristics of the traces
Accelerometer signals are by far the main source of data employed by the literature on wearable FDSs to characterize the human mobility [10] [11] . Accelerometers measure at rest a value next to 1 g (an acceleration of 9.81 m/s 2 ) due to Earth's gravity. Thus, falls provoke the occurrence of unexpected peaks of the body acceleration, which are caused by the impact against the floor. Previously, during a free fall, the accelerometer measurements rapidly decay to zero. In this regard, thresholdbased algorithms [12] offer a basic approximation to solve the problem of fall detection. These algorithms try to infer the existence of falls by constantly monitoring one or several statistics derived from the measured acceleration components, which are in turn compared to one or several detection thresholds. Statistics derived from the acceleration measurements are also key input parameters to feed most machine-learning strategies proposed by the literature to perform the detection decision [13] [14] . Consequently, as a first study of the UMAFall dataset, we focus on the characterization of the accelerometry (although future studies should investigate the benefits of also combining the signals captured by other sensors, especially the gyroscopes).
In particular, we base our analysis on six statistics computed from the measurements of the tri-axial accelerometers:
1.-The maximum module of the acceleration ( $%& ), which can be used to identify the presence of impacts against the floor. For a trace consisting of N consecutive measurements of the triaxial accelerometer, this statistic can be directly computed as:
In this eq. (1) 
where & 9 , < 9 and = 9 define the triaxial (x, y, and z) measured components of the acceleration vector (being & 9 the acceleration of the direction that is perpendicular to the floor plane when the experimental subject is standing with arms straight down and beside the body).
2.-The minimum acceleration module ( $,> ), which may be related to the existence of a free fall during the movements:
3.-The maximum detected variation ( A,BB(CDE) ) of two consecutive measurements of the acceleration module, which may be regarded as a description of the sudden modification in the subject's posture:
4.-The maximum SMV averaged in a certain time window, computable as:
where Ns identifies the number of consecutive samples that are included in the averaging time window (Tw), which was selected to be 1 s for the analysis. Ns is straightforwardly calculated as:
where ⌈ ⌉ indicate the ceiling function while fs is the sampling rate of the accelerometer.
This statistical JJJJJJ CDE may describe the existence of brief periods of time with a high degree of body agitation better than the simple observation of the acceleration peaks.
5. The maximum one-second averaged rotation angle ( ̅ CDE ), defined [15] as:
This parameter may be of interest to recognize the successive unexpected changes of the body orientation that take place during a fall.
6. The maximum one-second averaged module ( JJJJJJ bc def ) of the 'non-vertical' acceleration components ( < 9 and = 9 ):
The acceleration due to the gravity is mainly reflected on the acceleration component corresponding to the axis (x) that is perpendicular to the ground when the body position is kept upright and stable. Thus the parameter JJJJJJ bc def can be employed to describe the changes in the body stability (i.e. those periods where the change in the orientation of the body provokes that the impact of the gravity on the other two components of the acceleration increases). Figures 1 to 3 show the box-and-whisker plots of both the maximum and minimum values of the six aforementioned statistics, which have been computed for all the movements of the same type and for the five employed sensors. On each box, the central line represents the median while the edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles of each dataset. The whiskers in turn extend to the most extreme data points which are considered no to be not outliers while the outliers are individually plotted outside the interval as red dots.
All these graphs illustrate the intrinsic difficulty of discriminating between falls and ADLs if just a simple 'thresholding' policy is considered. The box plots even show that certain physical activities (such as jogging or hopping, labelled as ADL6 and ADL7 in the figures, respectively) provoke higher mean peaks and decays of the SMV than those produced by falls.
In order to confirm the importance of the typology of the movements in the variability of the behavior of the acceleration, we clustered the ADL traces into three great generic groups: basic movements (applauding, squatting, sitting, raising hands up, lying down on a bed, making a phone call, opening a door, sitting and getting up from a chair), standard 'everyday' movements that imply a higher mobility or a certain degree of physical effort (walking, climbing stairs) and finally, sporting activities (hopping and jogging). Figure 4 shows the box-and-whisker plots of the two first statistics ( $%& and $,> ) when these three types of ADLs are specifically considered. Very similar results (not shown here due to a lack of space) are obtained for the other four statistics.
The figure unambiguously displays the significant divergences of the acceleration peaks and 'valleys' caused by these three types of ADLs. The figure reveals that the 'boxes' including the second and third quartiles (computed for basic ADLs and falls and for the five sensing points) do not overlap. So, falls could be easily discriminated from almost all basic ADLs (and even many standard movements) just by setting a convenient threshold to detect the presence of an acceleration peak. On the contrary, this threshold-based discrimination is not feasible for the case of the acceleration provoked by sporting activities.
We think that this elementary cataloging of the ADLs may help to settle the evaluation framework that must be employed to assess the efficacy of a certain algorithm intended for fall detection. For example, in case that the FDS is oriented to older people with some type of mobility impairment, fall detection algorithms should be parameterized and tested to optimize the probability of distinguishing a fall occurrence from a reduced set of basic ADLs. Conversely, if the FDS is envisaged to be worn by healthy individuals with more complex mobility patterns (e.g., active elderly, firefighters, bikers, mountain climbers, aerial technicians, athletes, etc.), the three subcategories of ADLs should be fully investigated during the design and evaluation of the algorithm.
As regards the election of the position of the accelerometers, from the figures 1 to 4 we can also infer the inadequacy of the signals captured in certain positions (in particular the ankle) to perform the detection decision. With a sensor located in the ankle, even the peaks and 'valleys' in the acceleration module caused by a moderate activity such as walking could be easily misidentified as those motivated by a fall. Conversely, if the two abovementioned 'sporting' ADLs are not taken into account, the highest 'distance' between the peaks and decays of falls and ADLs is accomplished through the measurements obtained with the sensor located on the wrist (e.g. the lowest first quartile of the SMV maximums provoked by the three types of falls is higher than the third quartile of the peaks caused by any of the 'moderate' -not sporting-ADLs). A quite similar behavior is achieved if the measurements with the sensor placed on the waist are considered. No further improvements seem to be obtained in case of employing the signals measured on the chest or on the trouser pocket. Thus, as a first approximation to the problem of fall detection, the combined use of two sensors placed on the wrist and waist could be proposed to characterize the mobility of the human body. The application of fall detection algorithms to the signals captured at both points simultaneously could avoid the false positives that can be produced by many arbitrary movements of the arms and hands (not considered among the ADLs simulated in the experiments).
Anyhow, future research should contemplate more sophisticated detection methods (such as those based on supervised machine learning techniques) to assess the importance of the location of the sensor in FDS.
Impact of the characteristics of the experimental subjects
Despite the fact that almost all those works that have published datasets for the research on FDSs indicate the characteristics (usually gender, age, weight and height) of the experimental subjects that executed the ADLs and falls, to date no study has been carried out to assess the impact of these characteristics on the properties of the mobility signals generated by the subjects in the testbeds. This study is necessary to identify those factors that should be considered when selecting the experimental population, and to assess if the conclusions derived from the examination of samples captured from a certain type of subjects can be extrapolated to other population groups.
In this initial exploration of the UMAFall dataset, we have investigated the possible existence of divergences in the statistics that characterize the mobility as a function of the physical characteristics of the participants in the testbed. For that purpose, we have performed a series of one-way ANOVA analyses to compare the means of the mobility statistics when the experimental population is divided into two groups based on their gender, age, height or weight. In the case of the ADLs, the analysis takes into account the three categories of activities defined in the previous section (basic, sporting and standard movements).
The Tables 2-5 show the results of the ANOVA analyses (expressed in terms of the probability value or p-value) of the maximum (peak) and minimum (valley) values of the acceleration module registered by the SensorTag motes located on the waist, chest, wrist and ankle, respectively. In the study, in order to split the participants into two groups, we considered six different criteria: the gender (female or male), the age (above and below 40 years old), the height (with two classification threshold: 170&175 cm) and the weight (also repeating the test with two classification condition: above or below 70 or 80 kg).
The results for the case of the measurements on the thigh (captured by the smartphone in a trouser pocket) are not presented, as two models of smartphones were used during the tests. Thus the divergence of the means of the statistics could be caused by the particular model that each group employed and not by the characteristics of the groups. For the sake of simplicity, the results of the analysis of the other four statistics are not shown as similar conclusions can be derived.
For safety reasons, the falls were not executed by the older people that participated in the experiments. Consequently, the differences between the characteristics of the falls among the two groups (younger and older than 40) were not evaluated through the ANOVA analysis. This fact is indicated in the tables with the acronym 'n.c.' (not computable).
The p-value can be defined as the probability, under the null hypothesis (in this case, the assumption that the two groups under comparison exhibit the same mean value of the acceleration peak or valley), of achieving a result equal to or more extreme than those observed. In this regard, the smaller the p-value, the larger the significance of the inadequacy of the null hypothesis. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected if this p-value is under a certain significance level α (typically 5%). In the tables 2-5, those p-values lower than 0.05 have been highlighted in bold.
As it can be observed from the tables, we can find statistically significant differences between the mobility characteristics of the population groups only in very particular cases. These cases mainly concentrate on the characteristics of the acceleration minima ( $,> ) detected for the basic movements on the waist and on the chest when the classification decision is based on the gender, the age or the height (which clearly correlates with gender). This fact seems to imply that the gender and the age may determine, to some extent, the acceleration pattern (in this case the 'valleys') deployed by the participants when they perform a basic activity. Similarly, other significant divergences have been found in the analysis of the acceleration peaks measured by the sensors on the wrist and the ankle when the subjects mimicked the falls. Nevertheless, these differences could be also justified by the presence of atypical observations in the dataset (caused by a very particular behavior of a certain subject). Further studies should consider other public datasets to check if these divergences can be confirmed for other experimental subjects and other testbeds. At the moment, the influence of these four factors (gender, age, height and weight) on the results cannot be completely discarded. Thus, experimental subjects should be selected as heterogeneous as possible with respect to these variables to guarantee that no population sector is underrepresented in the testbed.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has analyzed UMAFall, a public repository of movement traces, conceived for the evaluation of fall detection systems. The dataset was generated during the execution of a wide set of ADLs (Activities of Daily Life) and three types of falls by 19 experimental subjects. In contrast to other existing datasets, these traces include the periodical measurements of up to five sensing points located on different positions of the body (chest, wrist, waist, ankle and a trouser pocket near the thigh).
The initial statistical analysis of the mobility patterns in the dataset indicates that the success of a FDS may be clearly influenced by the typology of ADLs that have been considered in the testbed. In this regard, we think that the evaluation of the effectiveness of a FDS should be particularized for the mobility patterns of the target public for which the fall detection system is intended. The analysis also proves the inefficacy of using certain positions on the body (specially the ankle) to identify the presence of a fall in the acceleration modules.
Finally, we have proposed to employ the analysis of variance of the statistics derived from the acceleration signals to evaluate if the subject's characteristics (gender, age, weight, height) may predetermine the mobility patterns adopted during the execution of ADLs or the occurrence of falls. The study has revealed that some of these factors could influence the behavior of the acceleration module measured on very specific points for certain types of movements (especially basic movements). However, this influence should be investigated in more detail, to examine if the same effects are detected in other datasets. 
